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In my last article, I discussed how university innovation is changing and what

role the University of California is playing in redefining innovation from a

process to an ecosystem. In part 2 of our series, we will look at six startups

and their journey to commercialization, growth, and in some cases, successful

exits. For many startups, UC programs, resources, and incubators have been

instrumental in shaping the development, commercialization, and strategy of

young startups, particularly as founders face decisions about committing to

entrepreneurship, distinctly new exploration or exploiting existing technologies,

investment partner selection, and surviving the valley of death. 

 

Not all startups have the same timeline for the valley of death, and some

depend more heavily than others on UC resources to get off the ground.

Regardless, we’re interested in looking at examples from across our ecosystem

to see what’s worked and the impact our ecosystem is having on

entrepreneurship and positive outcomes for society.

News

View Article
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Congratulations to the Two Winners of Our UC
Entrepreneur Pitch Competition Held at the Global
Corporate Venturing & Innovation Summit!
 

The University of California congratulates Byron Shen of Velox Biosystems and

Jason McKeown of Neurovalens, the two winners from 12 selected finalists of

the 3rd Annual UC Entrepreneur Pitch Competition. 

 

This systemwide competition highlights the innovation and creativity of the UC

community. Faculty, staff, student and alumni entrepreneurs were invited in

November to submit pitch videos and materials explaining their vision and

strategy. 

 

Entrepreneurs from all 10 UC campuses competed in this year’s competition,

which was judged by a panel of prominent investors. Company models

represented a range of industries, including technology, health care, energy,

agriculture and transportation. More than 30% of the competitors represented
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women-founded companies. 

 

Read More

Meet UC Founders

UC Alumni Create a Growing Platform to Find and
Schedule Substitute Teachers
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Three UC alumni have teamed up after discovering a simple but effective

solution to a demand for substitute teachers. While working for Rocketship

Education, a nationwide nonprofit network of charter schools, Mike Teng, a

UCLA alum, was asked to find a technical solution to address the need for

finding and hiring substitute teachers. In talking with fellow co-founders Asha

and Oz (both UC alumni), they realized that there was, in fact, a great way for

technology to solve an inefficiency problem and improve the supply of

substitute teachers not just for Rocketship, but also across the nation. They

joined an edtech incubator and have been growing quite rapidly ever since. 

 

Read More

Pitch Corner
Campus association: UC San Diego 

Funding: Preseed 

Website: mimate.us 

Point of contact: Yaniv Shemesh 

 

Interested in being featured in our Pitch

Corner Submit your startup here 

 

Mi Mate is authentic yerba mate tea the way it's made in Paraguay - brewed

with ice cold water, 25g of 2-year aged paraguayan mate and traditional

infusions. Mi Mate wants to make healthy, authentic, culturally competent

yerba mate tea available to all.  Mi Mate is yerba mate tea without all the

extracts, natural and artificial flavors, preservatives, and sugar found in

appropriated, americanized brands. 

Read More
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Upcoming Competitions & Deadlines

2019 Slavin Fellowship Program
Call for Applications - due
2/15/19 
The Slavin Family Foundation is

accepting applications from undergraduate and

graduate students pursing their potential

entrepreneurial projects for Slavin Fellowships.

Fellowship awardees receive support, mentorship

and perks including a $2,500 scholarship and an

invitation to our annual summit. Learn more.

2019 New Venture Competition 
Concept Papers - due 2/24/19
Tech Surge is a special track of the UCI New

Venture Competition, a campus-wide business

plan and pitch competition, focused on the

translation of UCI-generated innovations.   

  

To qualify for this track, a team must use UCI

intellectual property as a core element of the

business it is entering into the competition.

Winners are eligible for an additional $15,000 in

grant money and automatic acceptance into the

Wayfinder incubator program at UCI Applied

Innovation.
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Accepting Applications - due
3/13/19
Apply to the H2 Refuel Accelerator, a unique and

innovative corporate accelerator platform lead by

Fraunhofer TechBridge, Greentown Labs and

Urban Future Labs. This program is seeking

innovative technologies and business models to

enhance the adoption of hydrogen infrastructure

and vehicles through cost reduction, reliability

and new capabilities. We are accepting

applications until 5:00 pm EST.

Upcoming Events

UC San Diego's IGNITE 2019 Innovator &
Entrepreneur Conference
February 20-21, 2019 

 

Ignite is UC San Diego’s flagship innovation conference for risk-takers, rule-

breakers, and changemakers. The annual event connects campus and

community for two days of jam-packed networking and entrepreneurial

learning. 

 

More information and registration available here.
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2019 CMI International Microbiome Meeting (CIMM) 
February 26 - February 28, 2019, 8:00am - 5:30pm, Robert Paine Scripps

Forum for Science, Scripps Institute of Oceanography, UC San Diego, 8610

Kennel Way, San Diego, CA 92121. 

 

Featuring high-impact presentations on the latest discoveries in microbiome

sciences, with sessions on topics ranging from the microbiome in human

disease and wellness and the metabolome, to primate microbiomes, to

environmental and ocean microbiomes.  Register 

Venture Summit | West 2019: Where Innovation Meets
Capital 
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March 6th - 7th, 2019  

Hyatt Regency, San Francisco  

 

ExCITE Riverside is pleased to announce its sponsorship and invite you to

attend a Venture Summit | West presented by youngStartup Ventures. Special

discount: use discount code "EXCITEVIP" and receive 10% off the "early bird"

rates. Register

San Diego Angel Conference: Entrepreneur Pitch
Application 
 
A one-day conference hosted by the University of San Diego, the San Diego

Angel Conference gathers entrepreneurs and investors together. Upon

acceptance, entrepreneurs will be granted access to expert coaching, and

networking with investors in preparation for the conference on March 15,

2019. Info. Register  

Aspen Tech Policy Hub Fellowship Program is open for applications through
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February 27, 2019.

UC Campuses Innovation Highlights

A Robot that Can Sense Plankton 
  

Oceanographers and engineers from UC San Diego collaborated to modify a

common physical oceanography instrument to be able to image zooplankton as

it glides through the ocean. The robot, dubbed Zooglider, can acquire images of

zooplankton to depths of 400 meters or more as it channels seawater into an

on-board sampling tunnel. The new instrument represents a breakthrough in

enabling observations of microscopic life in its habitat and providing

information about that life in spatial context. Jacobs School computer scientists

are now creating methods for Zooglider’s image data to be analyzed using

machine learning.

Read More
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Making Neural Networks Less Power Hungry  
  

Electrical engineers developed a neuro-inspired hardware-software co-design

approach aimed at making neural network training more energy-efficient and

faster. Their work, published in Nature Communications, could make it possible

to train neural networks on low-power devices such as smartphones, laptops

and embedded devices. “If we benchmark the new hardware to other similar

memory technologies, we estimate our device can cut energy consumption 10

to 100 times, then our algorithm co-design cuts that by another 10. Overall,

we can expect a gain of a hundred to a thousand fold in terms of energy

consumption following our approach,” said electrical engineer Duygu Kuzum.

She is a professor in the Center for Machine-Integrated Computing and

Security at the Jacobs School.  

Read More
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Undergraduates Trailblaze in Liquid Biopsy Arena 
11 UC San Diego undergraduate students set out to solve a problem that billion

dollar companies and academic institutions alike are working on: finding an

accurate way to detect cancer using a drop of blood instead of the traditional

tissue biopsy approach. Their diagnostic platform, called Epinoma, earned them

second place out of 250 teams from around the world at the International

Genetically Engineered Machine competition. The team is led by bioengineering

undergraduate Varun Govil, who is a Jacobs School Scholar – the Jacobs

School’s prestigious full-ride scholarship program.

Read More
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3D - Printed Metamaterials that Change Mechanical
Properties
 

Researchers have developed an entirely new class of metamaterials that can

nearly instantly respond and stiffen 3D printed structures when exposed to a

magnetic field. The advance could be applied to next-generation helmets and

wearable armor that stiffen instantaneously when a threat is detected. Next

steps include developing a single-phase material, instead of having a liquid

embedded in solid, and higher performance-to-weight ratios. The research

team hails from Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory and the structural

engineering department at the Jacobs School.

Read More
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Indigo Art Exhibit Brings Engineers and Artists
Together 
The Jacobs School of Engineering collaborated with the Division of Arts and

Humanities to host Indigo, an interactive, interdisciplinary art exhibit. Indigo

celebrates a diversity of artistic practices happening at UC San Diego, and

engages audiences with art outside of a traditional gallery setting. This

exhibition features pieces created by students, faculty, and alumni from both

engineering and artistic fields of study, and is open to the public through the

end of January. 

Read More

Quicklinks
UC Incubators & Accelerators 

Innovation Support & Funding 

Innovation Training &

Education 

Be Featured!
Do you have news to share? Would

you like to be featured as a UC

founder? Is there an upcoming event
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UC Technologies Available for

Licensing 

Technology Commercialization:

Campus Offices 

UC Innovation Impact
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